
Maximize Your Tire Sales Margins, Profits  
and ROI through Business Customization
How well do you know your competition? Is your pricing comparable to your  
competitors’ top-selling brands? Can you easily identify changing market trends  
related to specific tire sizes, markets or days of the week? QL2 has your solution -  
utilize our Retail Analytics platform to customize a data and reporting approach  
to answer your specific business needs.

Getting started is simple: specify the competitors and markets you’d like to compare, identify your  
business matching rules and we’ll do the rest! Retail Analytics analyzes billions of data points a day 
to curate exact and comparable matches, and all are evaluated for accuracy and quality by dedicated 
matching experts. QL2 offers customized reporting through our Business Intelligence suite, so you  
can quickly filter charts and graphs and compare competitive data side-by-side.

QL2’s industry-leading solutions arm you with on-demand data extraction for analysis, producing  
a real-time, insightful picture of your market. Through a combination of algorithmic and easy-to-use 
matching parameters, QL2 will analyze and match competitive products so you can make daily,  
long-term and last-minute profitable decisions.  
 
There is no data problem we have yet to solve. Contact us today at tires@ql2.com to get started!
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Come see us at SEMA 2017! Booth 44324 in the Global Tire Expo (South Hall Lower)


